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On Computing a Multiple of an Elliptic Curve Point �Julio L�opezy Ricardo DahabzEmail: fjulioher, rdahabg@dcc.unicamp.brInstitute of ComputingState University of CampinasCampinas, 13081-970 S~ao Paulo, BrazilMarch 6, 1998AbstractWe describe an improved algorithm for computing a multiple of a point on ellipticcurves de�ned over �nite �elds of characteristic greater than three. The proposed algo-rithm is based on new formulae for computing repeated doubling points with only one�eld inversion, and the signed-digit exponent recoding algorithm. The new algorithm isshown to be faster than M�uller's method [7]. Our new formulae for repeated doublingpoints can also be used to speed up algorithms such as the k-ary method and the signedbinary window method.Keywords: Elliptic Curve Cryptosystem, Multiplication.1 IntroductionElliptic curves de�ned over �nite �elds have been proposed for Di�e-Hellman type cryp-tosystems [2]. The security of these cryptosytems is based on the discrete logarithm problemon elliptic curves. Because of the apparent di�culty on solving the elliptic curve discretelogarithm problem, the length of blocks and keys can be considerably smaller, about 200bits. This is a desirable feature in restricted computing environments, such as smart cardsand wireless devices.The basic operation of elliptic curve public-key cryptosystems is the computation of amultiple of an elliptic point. If m is a positive integer and P is an elliptic curve point,a multiple of an elliptic curve point mP is the result of adding P to itself m times. Inthis paper we discuss an e�cient method for multiplying points on elliptic curves de�nedover �nite �elds of characteristic greater than three. This method is based on new explicitformulae for computing 2iP in terms of the coordinates of the point P = (x; y) and thesigned-digit representation for the multiplier m. This approach was suggested by Guajardoand Paar [3] for the case of non-supersingular elliptic curves de�ned over �nite �elds ofcharacteristic 2.�Research partially supported by CNPq (grant 301172/95-1) and CAPES.yDepartamento de Ciencias de la Computaci�on, Universidad del Valle, Cali, Colombia.zInstituto de Computa�c~ao, Universidade Estadual de Campinas, 13081-970 Campinas, SP, Brasil.1



On Computing a Multiple of an Elliptic Curve Point 2For the case of elliptic curves de�ned over �nite �elds of characteristic greater than three,M�uller [7], by using the theory of division polynomials, developed an algorithm to compute4P which only needs one �eld inversion (but more multiplications and squarings). We, byrepeatedly applying the doubling point formula, developed an algorithm to compute 2iPwith only one inversion (and extra multiplications and squarings). As a result, the proposedalgorithm for multiplying points is faster than M�uller's methods [7].This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents a brief summary of elliptic curvesde�ned over the �nite �eld GF (p), where p is a prime number greater than three. In Section3, we introduce a new algorithm for computing 2iP with only one �eld inversion. Then,in Section 4, we present the improved algorithm to compute mP , and compare them toM�uller's results.2 Elliptic Curves over GF (p)Let p be prime number greater than 3. Let a; b 2 GF (p) be such that 4a3 + 27b2 6= 0in GF (p). An elliptic curve E over GF (p) de�ned by the parameters a and b is the setof points P = (xp; yp) where xp and yp are elements of GF (p) that satisfy the followingequation in GF (p): y2p = x3p + axp + b;together with an extra point O, the point at in�nity.It is well known that the set of points E forms a commutative �nite group with O asthe group identity under the addition given by the \tangent and chord method". Explicitrational formulae for the addition rule involve several arithmetic operations in the underlying�nite �eld. The rules for addition, in a�ne coordinates, are given by: If P = (x1; y1) 2 E,then �P = (x1;�y1). If Q = (x2; y2) 2 E; Q 6= �P , then P +Q = (x3; y3), wherex3 = �2 � x1 � x2 (1)y3 = � � (x1 � x3)� y1; (2)and � = 8>>><>>>: y2 � y1x2 � x1 ; ifP 6= Q;3x21 + a2y1 ; ifP = Q:The following lemma counts the number of (quadratic) �eld operations required to computean elliptic addition.Lemma 1 One elliptic addition of two di�erent points of E can be performed with oneinversion, two multiplications and one squaring in GF (p); doubling an elliptic point needsone inversion, two multiplications and two squarings in GF (p).



On Computing a Multiple of an Elliptic Curve Point 33 Improved Formulae and AlgorithmIn this section we present an algorithm for computing 2iP; i � 2 where P = (x; y) is a pointof E. The standard algorithm computes 2iP by repeatedly applying the doubling formulae(1) and (2) i times. Such algorithm needs i inversions in the underlying �nite �eld. Thefollowing theorem shows how to compute 2iP with only one �eld inversion.Theorem 1 Let P = (x; y) be a point on the elliptic curve E. Then the coordinates of thepoint 2iP = (xi; yi); i � 2, are given byxi = �i�2i�1 (3)yi = �i�3i�1 (4)where �k = �k�1 � �2k�1; �0 = x; �0 = �0 = 2y (5)�k = !2k�1 � 2�k; (6)�k = !k�1 � (�k � �k)� (�2k�1)2=2; (7)!k = 3�2k + a � (�2k�1)2; !0 = 3�20 + a (8)�k = 2�k; (9)�k = �k � �k�1; k = 1 : : : i (10)Proof. We will prove by induction on i that xi = �i�2i�1 and yi = �i�3i�1 . This is easily truefor i = 1. Now assume that the statement is true for i = n; we prove it for i = n+ 1:xn+1 = (3x2n + a2yn )2 � 2xn = (3�2n + a�4n�1�n�1�n )2 � 2�n�2n�2n= !2n � 2�n�2n�2n = �n+1�2nsimilarly, for yn+1 we obtain:yn+1 = 3x2n + a2yn (xn � xn+1)� yn = wn�n ( �n�2n�1 � �n+1�2n )� �n�3n�1= !n(�n+1 � �n+1)� 12�4n�3n= �n+1�3n : 2



On Computing a Multiple of an Elliptic Curve Point 4Using Theorem 1, we immediately describe an algorithm for computing 2iP in a�ne coor-dinates.Algorithm 1: Fast Repeated Doubling PointsInput : P = (x; y) 2 E; i� 2.Output : Q = 2iP1. A x; B  y; v  2B; p v; w  3A2 + a.2. for k from 1 to i� 1 do :2.1 d A � v2.2.2 A w2 � 2d.2.3 B  w � (d�A)� (v2)2=2.2.4 w  3A2 + a � (p2)2 .2.5 v  2B.2.6 p p � v.3. w p�1 � w; v  (p�1 � v)2; d A � v.4. xi  w2 � 2d.5. yi  w � (d� xi)� p � v2=2.6. return(Q = (xi; yi)).Some modi�cations which improve the performance of this algorithm are: (i) if a is smallenough, then a multiplication by a in step 2.4 can be done by repeated additions; (ii) ifa = p� 3, then in step 2.4, w can be computed as 3(A� p2) � (A+ p2).In considering the cost of computing repeated doublings, we neglect the cost of lineartime operations such as additions, subtractions and multiplications by 2 or 3 because theyare much faster than multiplication and inversion �eld operations. Note that multiplicationby 2�1 can be computed in linear time if we use the fact that for r 2 GF (p) we have2�1 � r = r2 , if r is even, and 2�1 � r = (r+p)2 , if r is odd. The following corollary counts thenumber of (quadratic) �eld operations required by Algorithm 1 to perform 2iP:Corollary 1 Consider an arbitrary point P 2 E, with an order larger than 2i. ThenAlgorithm 1 requires 4i+ 1 multiplications, 6i� 4 squarings and one inversion in GF (p).Another way to compute 2iP is to use projective coordinates. We �rst transform P intoprojective coordinates, then we compute 2iP by repeatedly applying the doubling formula,given in [6, 4], i times, and �nally we convert the result to a�ne coordinates. Such methodrequires 7i � 1 multiplications, 5i � 1 squarings and one inversion in GF (p). Therefore,Algorithm 1 is at least 20% faster than this approach.Our algorithm reduces the number of inversions in the underlying �eld at the cost ofmultiplications and squarings. Table 1, derived from Corollary 1, shows the number of �eldoperations needed for 4P; 8P and 16P in a�ne coordinates. Note that for the particularcase of 4P , M�uller's algorithm requires 14 multiplications and our requires 9 multiplications.If we assume that the time to perform a �eld inversion is approximately equivalent to thatof 25 �eld multiplications (see, e.g. LiDIA [7]) and that squaring takes the same time asmultiplication, then we expect Algorithm 1 for 4P to be approximately 22% faster than thestandard algorithm and 8% than M�uller's algorithm.



On Computing a Multiple of an Elliptic Curve Point 5Table 1 : Comparing the new, M�uller and standard algorithmfor computing repeated doubling pointsCalculation Method #Mul. #Sqr. #Inv.4P New 9 81 1M�uller [7] 14 7 1Standard 4 4 28P New 13 14 1Standard 6 6 316P New 17 20 1Standard 8 8 4Now we investigate under which conditions, on a given implementation of GF (p), Algorithm1 outperforms the standard method. Let us consider an implementation of GF (p) and letr1 and r2 be the relative costs of a �eld inversion (multiplication) to the cost of a �eldmultiplication (squaring) respectively. From Corollary 1 and Lemma 1 we obtain a boundbetween ratios r1 and r2 for which our algorithm is better than the standard method. Thefollowing theorem gives this bound.Theorem 2 Consider an implementation of the �eld GF (p). Let P 2 E be a point of orderlarger than 2i. Then Algorithm 1 outperforms the standard algorithm in computing 2iP ifr1 � 2 + 4r2 + 3i� 1 :For instance, if squaring is approximately as costly as an arbitrary �eld multiplication,then Algorithm 1 computes 8P more e�ciently than the standard method if r1 is at least7.5. The larger r1 is, the more superior our algorithm is when compared to the standardalgorithm.4 Algorithms for Computing mPResearch on speeding up a multiple of an elliptic curve point is fundamental for cryp-tographic applications, since a multiple of a point, the most time consuming operation,dominates the computations involved in such applications. The naive (or binary) algorithmfor computingmP requires on average b12 log2mc elliptic curve additions and blog2mc ellipticcurve doublings. Since each elliptic curve addition or doubling requires one �eld inversion,we need on average b32log2mc inversions.Various methods have been proposed [3, 4, 5] for speeding up the binary method. Suchmethods reduce either the number of addition points or the number of doubling points,and therefore the total number of �eld inversions is reduced. We observe also that mostgeneralizations of the binary method such as the k-ary method, the sliding-window methodetc., are based on recoding the exponent (multiplier) m and processing several si \digits"1For i = 2, v = p.



On Computing a Multiple of an Elliptic Curve Point 6(i.e. computing 2siQi) of the representation of m in each iteration. Thus, we can use ourAlgorithm 1 for speeding up the computation of mP . In Table 2 we summarize the expectedtime complexity of several algorithms for computing mP with their respective number ofprecomputed points (PP). A detailed analysis of the k-ary method and the signed binarywindow method can be found in [3, 4, 5, 7].We compare the 4-ary method combined with Algorithm 1 to M�uller's algorithms andthe binary method. According to Table 2, if we assume r1 = 25, r2 = 1 and m about 200bits, then we expect that the 4-ary method (with Algorithm 1) to be approximately 48%faster than the standard algorithm and 29% faster than M�uller's algorithm (the improved2-ary). For applications such as smart cards, where storage space is limited, the 2-arymethod (with Algorithm 1) is slightly faster than M�uller's algorithm (the improved 2-ary).Notice however we can speed up the improve 2-ary method in [7] with our Algorithm 1.Table 2: Expected complexity of several algorithms for computing mP with Algorithm 1 (A1)Method Multiplication Squaring Inversion PPBinary 3 log2m 52 log2m 32 log2m 02-ary + A1 214 log2m 358 log2m 78 log2m 2Improved [7] 48764 log2m 487128 log2m 103128 log2m 24-ary + A1 15132 log2m 33564 log2m 3164 log2m 144.1 Signed-digit RepresentationIn this section we consider a particular method for recoding the exponent m: Once therecoding of m is obtained, we can use the binary method to compute mP .De�nition 1 [5] If m = Pti=0 dt2i where di 2 f0; 1;�1g; 0 � i � t, then (dt : : :d1d0)SD iscalled a signed-digit representation with radix 2 for the integer m. A signed-digit represen-tation of m is said to be sparse if no two non-zero entries are adjacent in the representation.The following algorithm, due to Reitwiesner [9], produces a sparse signed-digit represen-tation having at most t + 1 digits and the smallest number of non-zero entries among allsigned-digit representations for m.Algorithm 2: Signed-digit exponent recodingInput : m = (mt+1mt : : :m1m0)2 with mt+1 = mt = 0:Output : A signed-digit representation (dt : : : d1d0)SD for m1. c0  0.2. S[0; 0; 0] [0; 0]; S[0; 0; 1] [0; 0]; S[0; 1; 0] [0; 1]:S[0; 1; 1] [1;�1]; S[1; 0; 1] [0; 1]; S[1; 0; 1] [1;�1]:S[1; 1; 0] [1; 0]; S[1; 1; 1] [1; 0]:3. for i from 0 to t do :3.1 ci+1  S[mi; mi+1; ci][1]:3.2 di+1  S[mi; mi+1; ci][2]:4. return ((dt : : : d1d0)SD).



On Computing a Multiple of an Elliptic Curve Point 74.2 Proposed AlgorithmWe describe two versions of the proposed algorithm. The �rst is a \right-to-left" multi-plication algorithm, which reads the bits of the signed-digit representation of m from thelow order bit to the high order bit. The second algorithm, \right-to-left", scans the bitsof the signed-digit representation of m from the high order bit to the low order bit. Bothversions of the proposed algorithm require no precomputation; but they use two temporaryvariables (one elliptic point of additional storage) more than the binary method.4.2.1 Right-to-Left AlgorithmThe proposed \right-to-left" algorithm processes the bits of m from the least signi�cantto the most signi�cant. At each iteration, the point 2iP is computed , and depending onthe scanned bit value, a subsequent elliptic addition is performed. Since the signed-digitrepresentation is sparse, the elliptic addition is performed at most at every two iterations.Then, the \right-to-left" algorithm computes mP using the equationm � P = (� � �(((d0P ) + d12P ) + d222P ) + � � �+ dt2tP ): (11)Algorithm 3: Right-to-Left AlgorithmInput : A signed-digit representation (dt : : : d1d0)SD for m, P 2 EOutput : Q = m � P1. Q d0P = (x0; y0).2. A x0; B  y0; v  2B; p v; w  3A2 + a:3. for i from 1 to t do :if di 6= 0 thenw  w=p:v  (v=p)2.d A � v:A w2 � 2d:B  w � (d�A)� p � v2=2:Q Q + di(A;B):if i 6= t then v  2B; p v; w  3A2 + a �.elsed A � v2.A w2 � 2d.B  w � (d�A)� (v2)2=2.w  3A2 + a � (p2)2; v  2B; p p � v.4. return(Q = mP )Now, we estimate the complexity of this algorithm. For a random exponent m, Algo-rithm 2 produces a signed-digit representation of m with 13 log2m nonzero coe�cients onaverage (see [1]). Therefore Algorithm 3 has to perform 13 log2m elliptic point additions andan amount of computation equivalent to performing 13 log2m times 8P on average. It followsthat the number of �eld operations required by Algorithm 3 is found to be: 13(2+13) log2m



On Computing a Multiple of an Elliptic Curve Point 8multiplications, 13(1+ 14) log2m squarings and 23 log2m inversions on average. We summa-rize, in Table 3, the expected number of �eld operations to compute mP .4.2.2 Left-to-Right AlgorithmThe proposed \left-to-right" algorithm scans the bits ofm in descending order dt; dt�1; : : :d0.We use the following equation to compute mP in a�ne coordinates:m � P = 2 � (� � �2 � (2dt � P + dt�1 � P ) � � �+ d1 � P:) + d0 � P (12)Algorithm 4: Left-to-Right AlgorithmInput : A signed-digit representation (dt : : : d1d0)SD for m, P 2 EOutput : Q = m � P1. Q dtP , i t� 1.2. while (i � 0) do :2.1 l  0.2.2 while (i � 0 and di = 0) do :l l + 1; i i� 1.2.3 if i � 0 then Q 2l+1Q+ diP , i i� 1else Q 2lQ; i i� 1.3. return(Q)For a random multiplier m, Algorithm 4 requires on average the same number of �eldoperations performed by Algorithm 3. If we consider the �eld implementation of GF (p)given in [7], where r1 = 25 and r2 = 1, then we expect both algorithms 3 and 4 to be about15% faster than M�uller's method and 38% faster than the binary method.We point out that the signed binary window method (SBWM), combined with Algorithm1, presents the best trade-o� between speedup and precomputed points among generaliza-tions of the binary method, for �eld implementations where Theorem 1 applies. Its timecomplexity is shown in Table 3.Table 3 : Expected time complexity of algorithms for computing mPin a�ne (A) coordinatesMethod #Mult. #Sqr. #Inv. #PPAlgorithm 3 5 log2m 5 log2m 23 log2m 0Algorithm 4 5 log2m 5 log2m 23 log2m 0SBWM 73 log2m 136 log2m 76 log2m 7SBWM + Alg. 1 4:5 log2m 5:5 log2m 13 log2m 7



On Computing a Multiple of an Elliptic Curve Point 95 ConclusionWe have presented a new algorithm for computing repeated doubling points, with onlyone �eld inversion, on elliptic curves de�ned over �nite �elds of characteristic greater than3. This algorithm, in combination with a signed-digit exponent recoding algorithm, yieldsa memory e�cient (no precomputation) algorithm for computing a multiple of an ellipticcurve point. For the �eld implementation considered in [7], we expect an improvement ofup to 38% in the running time of our new algorithms compared to the binary algorithm.Our new algorithm for repeated doubling points can also be used to speed up algorithmssuch the k-ary method and the signed binary window method.Note added during review: when writting this report, we were not aware of a recent publi-cation in IEEE P1363 [8] of February 9, 1998, in which new formulae for doubling a pointin projective coordinates are presented. They are:2(X1; Y1; Z1) = (X2; Y2; Z2)where, Z2 = 2Y1 � Z1W = 3X21 + a � Z41D = 4X1 � Y 21X2 = W 2 � 2DY2 = W � (D�X2)� 8Y 41Using these formulae to compute 2iP results in an algorithm that performs the same numberof �eld multiplications and three more �eld squarings than Algorithm 1.References[1] �Cetin K. Ko�c. \High-Speed RSA Implementation ". Technical Report TR 201, RSALaboratories, 1994.[2] W. Di�e and M. Hellman. \New directions in cryptography". IEEE Transaction ofinformation Theory, 22:644{654, 1976.[3] J. Guajardo and C. Paar. \E�cient Algorithms for Elliptic Curve Cryptosystems". InCRYPTO '97, LNCS. Springer-Verlag, 1997.[4] K. Koyama and Y. Tsuruoka. \Speeding up Elliptic Cryptosystems by Using a SignedBinary Method ". In Advances in Cryptology-CRYPTO'92, LNCS 740, pages 345{357.Springer-Verlag, 1993.[5] A. J. Menezes, P. C. van Oorschot, and S. A. Vanstone. Handbook of Applied Crypto-graphy. CRC Press, 1997.



On Computing a Multiple of an Elliptic Curve Point 10[6] Atsuko Miyaji. \Elliptic Curves over Fp Suitable for Cryptosystems". In Advances inCryptology-AUSCRYPT'92 (LNCS 718), pages 479{491. Springer-Verlag, Berlin, 1993.[7] Volker M�uller. \E�cient Algorithms for Multiplication on Elliptic Curves". TechnicalReport TI-9/97, Darmstdadt University of Technology, Germany, 1997.[8] IEEE P1363. \Standard Speci�cations for Public-Key Cryptography", Annex A, draft.1998.[9] G. Reitwiesner. "Binary Arithmetic". Advances in Computers, pages 231{308, 1960.


